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MID-YEAR Market OUTLOOK
Mexico gas and power market development expected
to slow, change course into 2020
By Claudia Espinosa & Ruth Liao july 2019
■ CFE contract renegotiation, arbitration process may dictate use of new pipelines
■ Proposed centralisation of all pipelines under CENAGAS may become key factor
■ Total LNG imports could be similar to 2018 volumes
■ Private sector efforts to develop power market likely to be more active than government-organised mechanisms
■ CFE efforts to build new infrastructure remain constrained by fiscal austerity measures
■ New power and gas regulation formulation likely to pause on CRE restructuring of departments responsible for

implementation

Gas

Uncertain outlook for start of key
cross-border pipeline
Mexico’s state-run utility and anchor customer for major
natural gas pipelines CFE announced on 1 July that it
requested arbitration for seven pipeline contracts. CFE
made no mention of when it could issue the proof of
acceptance necessary to start gas transportation services
for the key Sur de Texas-Tuxpan pipeline.
In the short term, this means that no natural gas is able
to flow between the key cross-border pipeline between
the US and Mexico. In the longer term, raising the spectre
of arbitration has rattled US stakeholders and also has
touched off geopolitical consternation from Canada and the
US on behalf of the companies either building or poised to
supply the gas.
Mexican senator Armando Guadiana urged CFE in public
statements on 27 June to begin using the submarine Sur
de Texas-Tuxpan pipeline, which requires CFE to issue a
proof of acceptance. Guadiana conceded that CFE would
need contract renegotiations and acknowledged they could

take place at the same time much-needed gas begins
to flow through the pipeline to supply CFE power plants,
something that Mexican subsidiary of US-based Sempra,
IEnova, also said in a 25 June statement.
In its statements, CFE referred to both contract
renegotiations and arbitration, but it was not clear whether
the utility was using those terms interchangeably.
The median duration of arbitration in the London Court
of International Arbitration (LCIA) where most of the
proceedings have been initiated is 16 months. The results
of the arbitration are very rarely able to be challenged,
according to the LCIA.
Pipe builders, CFE begin introductory
renegotiation meetings
Pipeline builder
Fermaca
TC Energy
IEnova
Grupo Carso

Initial meeting
1 July
4 July
5 July
8 July

Source: CFE

CFE Pursues Pipeline Arbitration
CFE Pipeline

Court

Sur de Texas-Tuxpan

London Court of International Arbitration

Guaymas-El Oro
Samalayuca-Sasabe

International Chamber of Commerce International Court of Arbitration (Paris)
London Court of International Arbitration

Tula-Villa de Reyes

London Court of International Arbitration

Tuxpan-Tula

London Court of International Arbitration

Villa de Reyes-Aguascalientes
La Laguna-Aguascalientes

London Court of International Arbitration
London Court of International Arbitration

Company
Infraestructura Marina del Golfo
(TC Energia IEnova joint venture)

Pipeline Capacity

Gasoducto de Aguaprieta (IEnova)

510 mcf/day

Carso Gasoductos (Grupo Carso)
Transportadora de Gas Natural de la
Huasteca (TC Energia)
Transportadora de Gas Natural de la
Huasteca (TC Energia)
Fermaca Pipeline de Occidente
Fermaca Pipeline La Laguna

472 mcf/day

Source: CFE
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TRANSCANADA PIPELINES IN MEXICO
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SOUTHEAST GAS SUPPLY

of advancement in the projects.

The additional supply from the submarine pipeline would
open up capacity on other parts of the pipeline grid that
could lead to greater liquidity and gas supply, depending
on the location. Greater gas supply was also expected to
be available from the submarine pipe to supply Mexico’s
southeast peninsular Yucatan region through the Mayakan
pipeline.
CFE said in a 2 July social media post there will be an
alliance between Pemex and gas transmission system
operator (TSO) CENAGAS to supply gas to the Yucatan
peninsula, but later in the day local reports quoting CFE
officials pointed to LNG imports as the definitive solution.
No additional details were provided in either instance, but
market sources previously said private companies have
presented CFE with potential LNG delivery solutions for the
southeast. Market participants will be monitoring for signs

MAINLAND PIPELINES STALLED
The electronic bulletin board (EBB) for Mexican pipeline
builder Fermaca’s 1.19 billion cubic feet (bcf)/day La
Laguna-Aguascalientes pipeline became functional
during the first week of July, although pending contract
renegotiations with state-run utility CFE are likely to delay
the start of flows well past its current official July start date.
This could potentially put the La Laguna-Aguascalientes
pipeline in a similar situation as the Sur de Texas-Tuxpan
pipeline and decrease the likelihood that excess Texas gas
would soon have an outlet in its nearest market. The 2.6bcf/
day submarine pipeline was expected to bring US supply,
improving access to a natural market and increasing key
gas supply for Mexico. However, expectations on the
pipeline start were repeatedly dashed.
As of 15 July, CFE has yet to issue the proof of acceptance

2019 Expected Developments in Mexico Natural Gas Access
Project
Sur de Texas-Tuxpan
submarine pipeline
Cempoala compression
station overhaul

State(s)
Ends off coast of Veracruz

Veracruz

Villa de Reyes-Aguascalientes-Guadalajara pipeline

San Luis Potosi, Aguascalientes and
Jalisco

La Laguna-Aguascalientes

Durango and Aguascalientes

Tula-Villa de Reyes
Samalayuca-Sasabe
pipeline
Patzcuaro compression
station
Pajaritos FSRU

Hidalgo, Queretaro, Guanajuato and
San Luis Potosi
Chihuahua and Sonora
Michoacan
Coast of Veracruz

Status
Mechanically complete; CFE issuance of proof of acceptance to start gas
flows pending; connects to Sistrangas through completed Monte Grande
Interconnection; related contract in arbitration/ renegotiation process
First phase of overhaul completed April 2019; minimum 842mcf/day of gas
supply needed to activate compression still lacking; contract for second
phase of overhaul needed to reverse flows cancelled, new tender pending
from CENAGAS
Delayed by right-of-way issues; expected to complete in Nov 2019; CFE
contract in arbitration/renegotiation process
Delayed by right-of-way issues; expected to complete in H2 2019; CFE contract in arbitration/renegotiation process
Expected operational in H2 2019 pending results of community consultations; routing may change to exclude Hidalgo where construction halted
Expected to complete in H2 2019; delayed by right-of-way issues; CFE contract in arbitration/renegotiation process
Possible tender in 2019; if moves forward, could be operational by 2020;
tender decision depends on CENAGAS and new administration
Stalled indefinitely; CFE said to be evaluating nearby alternative projects to
bring in LNG to southeast Mexico

Source: ICIS, CENAGAS, CRE, SENER, Fermaca, Grupo Carso
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needed to start the flow of gas on the completed submarine
pipeline, despite being able to do so at the same time as
it attempts to renegotiate the pipeline contract. Even if
Fermaca meets the current July completion date for the La
Laguna-Aguascalientes pipe, CFE may choose a similar
course of action as it did with the submarine pipeline and
further block the outlet for Texas gas supply.

FERMACA PROJECTS

CFE announced in a 1 July press release it met with
Fermaca that day for an introductory contract renegotiation
meeting to discuss La Laguna-Aguascalientes and the
downstream 886 million cubic feet (mcf)/day Villa de
Reyes-Aguascalientes pipeline which make up the second
half of what has been dubbed the Wahalajara corridor.
An additional introductory meeting took place late on 8
July between CFE and Fermaca, represented by Fermaca
executive Octavio Berron, as well as other private pipeline
builders, according to local reports. The proceedings may
drag on for months as the CFE seeks to alter contracts
widely considered to be standard in the industry.
Source: Fermaca

OTHER POTENTIAL OBSTACLES
Two gas market participants have said Mexico’s natural
gas transmission system operator (TSO) CENAGAS is
blocking Fermaca’s interconnection to the Sistrangas until
the pipeline builder agrees to renegotiate their contracts
with CFE, possibly also making an opening for the TSO to
begin centralising its control over private pipelines as it has
previously proposed.
Sources said if the two entities arrived at an agreement, it
could be a situation where CENAGAS would manage the
pipeline capacity. The potential new financial arrangement
would mean CFE would pay CENAGAS for the capacity
and CENAGAS would then pay Fermaca.

CENAGAS CENTRALISATION PROPOSAL
Elvira Daniel, the new director of TSO CENAGAS, said in

public forums that the entity would seek to integrate and
centralise control over all pipelines in the country, a move
that could improve open access but that would be more
complex to implement. Daniel’s announced proposal would
not only require agreement from state-run utility CFE for the
pipelines where it receives natural gas, which CENAGAS
appears to have, but would also require buy-in from private
pipeline operators and existing system users.
Gas transport tariffs could increase under a centralised
system because it would require greater funding for
operations. However, the centralisation would not guarantee
full or even increased pipeline capacity utilisation.
An integration would also require the completion of
interconnection projects that would allow gas to flow

CENAGAS PROPOSES ONE MARKET, ONE OPERATOR

Mexico: one market, one operator
SISTRANGAS

Private pipelines

+

National natural gas transport grid

=

CENAGAS stated goals for
proposed integrated system:






Redundancy and flexibility for users
Open access
Lower costs
Infrastructure optimisation
“Social focus” to bring gas access to
those who require it
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SOURCE: CENAGAS

Global LNG Markets & Pricing Training Series
The course is very
effective to understand
the dynamics of the
LNG market.

As natural gas demand grows, traditional LNG trade flows and pricing
mechanisms are being challenged. Key trends such as increasing appetite
for spot LNG, and the transition in price structures, are shifting the
competitive landscape both regionally and globally.

11 September, Singapore // 21 - 22 November, Houston, USA

Contact icis.training@rbi.co.uk for more information on fees and availability
between private pipelines and those in the national
Sistrangas pipeline system.
Former Pemex employee Bruno Moreno replaced in March
the previous CENAGAS chief of technical planning. Moreno
previously worked on the development, analysis and
evaluation of tariff models, as well as tariff management
for the national Sistrangas pipeline grid prior to the energy
reform. He also participated in the transfer of Pemex
Sistrangas pipeline assets to CENAGAS, experience that
would be useful in any attempt to centralise the operation of
pipeline systems in Mexico.
Some market participants are skeptical of the
centralisation proposal, pointing to difficulties the TSO is
currently experiencing.

4% higher than 2017 imports. While LNG imports dropped
sharply from its last peak of 6.3mtpa reached in 2014,
these have since fluctuated.
The timing of cross-border infrastructure is expected to
continue to drive this fluctuation.
The last cargo to arrive into Manzanillo from Peru was in
June 2018. In the first half of 2019, cargoes into Manzanillo
came from the US Sabine Pass and from Trinidad, although
two cargoes arrived from Cove Point and one from
Equatorial Guinea, which was thought to be from Shell’s
MEXICO'S H1 LNG IN 2019 UP SLIGHTLY FOR THE YEAR
Tonnes
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According to LNG Edge, Mexico imported a total of 2.4m
tonnes from January through June 2019. This was about
3.5% higher than the same time a year ago. Although
the Sur de Texas-Tuxpan pipeline reached mechanical
completion in June this year, gas flows have not yet
ramped up to see any impact offsetting the import of LNG
into Altamira. As a result, LNG imported into Mexico could
be similar to last year, given that the Tuxpan is not likely to
reach full capacity for several months.
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portfolio. Altamira saw an equal number of LNG cargoes
from Nigeria LNG and Sabine Pass in the US in the first
half of 2019.

PLANNED NATURAL GAS STORAGE PROJECTS

Planned Natural Gas Storage Projects
CALIFORNIA
ARIZONA
USA
ELOY

NEW MEXICO

Kinder Morgan

State-run utility CFE often tenders for spot cargoes for
both Manzanillo and Altamira, with 11 tenders issued for
2019 deliveries. Out of those tenders, six were for Altamira,
requesting 19 cargoes, and five were for Manzanillo,
seeking 22 cargoes.

BAJA
CALIFORNIA

The TSO is currently awaiting response from the new
administration on the tender before launching, but
delays seem to indicate the project could be changed or
abandoned amid major changes the new administration
implemented in energy policy. Market players will also
be watching in the coming year for developments in the
two proposed private storage projects, especially any
financial backing.

Regulations uncertain
More than 40 staff members at CRE were asked to
resign without notice on 4 July, according to several
sources, gutting key areas of the institution responsible for
implementing the country’s energy reform.
The move is being interpreted as a completion of the break
with former CRE president commissioner Guillermo Garcia,
who resigned on 15 June, just weeks after four new CRE
commissioners appointed by President Andres Manuel

Agua Prieta

SONORA
CHIHUAHUA
COAHUILA

MEXICO

Storage
Of the three proposed natural gas storage projects, the closest
to construction is Jaf, the one being handled by CENAGAS.

TEXAS

Sasabe

NUEVO
LEON

BRASIL

Mirage Energy

TAMAULIPAS
Proposed storage
locations
Pipeline border
crossing points

JAF

Cenagas
SOURCE: Kinder Morgan, Mirage Energy and Cenagas

Lopez Obrador (AMLO) took their posts on the CRE’s
governing board.
Garcia was considered a moderate appointed by the
previous administration.
The news of the dismissals left investors more sceptical
about whether state-owned companies Pemex and CFE
will be effectively regulated in a way that will allow the
private sector to compete.
The changes are expected to directly affect the permitting
process and the implementation of the energy reform
legislation of the previous administration. Market participants
will be monitoring the formulation of new regulation, which is
likely to slow for the remainder of the year.

Copyright 2019 Reed Business Information Ltd. ICIS is a member of RBI and is part of RELX Group plc. ICIS accepts no liability for commercial decisions based on this content.

Power
Mexico’s energy ministry SENER requested in April the
cancellation of three resolutions approved in January
by energy regulator CRE, shifting the parameters that
govern Mexico’s power market and heightening risk in
the young market.
In a 29 April letter, SENER’s head of legal affairs
Alejandro Morales requested the deputy director
general of Mexico’s official gazette, known as the DOF
in Spanish, to cancel the pending publication of three
resolutions approved by the board of commissioners
at CRE. Although the resolutions had been finalised
and approved, they do not become binding until
published in Mexico’s DOF.
The letter was published during the first half of July by
government accountability organisations.
When asked for comment, SENER instead responded
with a link to the CRE’s website and did not provide any
other details.
The cancellation of the resolutions means market
participants will need to monitor new regulations drafted
and approved by the recently restructured CRE, now led
by a majority of commissioners appointed by the new
administration.

STATE UTILITY SHUFFLES POWER
State-run power utility CFE appears poised to make
attempts to re-establish its dominance in Mexico’s power
market, though it will continue to face challenging budget
and infrastructure constraints.
The utility was granted swift and controversial permission
from SENER in March to reorganise its structure, though
it remains unclear how it plans to do this. It is unlikely to

SENER requests cancellation of key power
resolutions
Resolution number
A/001/2019
A/002/2019
A/005/2019

Topic
Electricity metering – Manual for power
plant interconnection and load centre
connection
Modification to national transmission, distribution grids regulations
Products and services permitted to be offered by generators able to store electricity,
opening distribution options

Source: Mexicanos contra la corrupcion y la impunidad

draft a plan quickly as it has also undertaken massive
internal changes.
June statements from CFE director Manuel Bartlett appear
to indicate the reorganisation of the company’s generation
plants by region may take until the end of 2020, assuaging
in the short term market concerns about the potential for
resulting manipulation of subsidies between the new entities.
COFECE, Mexico’s anti-trust commission, called upon
SENER and CRE to ensure the enforcement of the
electricity industry law, know as LIE in Spanish, amid
concerns that the CFE reorganisation could hamper market
competition.

Constraints
State-run companies CFE and Pemex are expected to
continue to be constrained in plans to build new gas
and power infrastructure by the new administration’s
commitment to fiscal austerity in the national budget.
CFE’s plans for reorganising its generation subsidiaries
appear to remain delayed, meaning market participants
will have to monitor for signs of the outcome during the
remaining months of the year and possibly into 2020.
Government-sponsored market development

Mexico energy report (mer)
The leading English language
information source for Mexico’s
emerging energy market
The weekly MER publication provides news,
commentary, analysis, data and prices for the
Mexican power and gas markets, enabling you to
make better business decisions.

Click here to find out more about the Mexico Energy Report
Copyright 2019 Reed Business Information Ltd. ICIS is a member of RBI and is part of RELX Group plc. ICIS accepts no liability for commercial decisions based on this content.

ICIS ENERGY POWER SURVEY RESULTS
MIDPOINT COMPARISON: DIFFERENT CONTRACT
LENGTHS
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mechanisms, including power and financial transmission
rights (FTRs) auctions, have been cancelled or indefinitely
suspended. High rates of turnover thus far this year at
power market operator CENACE, energy ministry SENER
and regulator CRE mean the formulation of possible
replacement mechanisms and related regulations is likely
to halt until at least early 2020 or be dictated via other
means by the new administration.

interest in bilateral contracts for existing excess capacity
and a smaller number of contracts to anchor new power
plant construction.

PRIVATE EFFORTS, PRICING ADVANCE

Though the price submissions do not necessarily reflect
transactions that have taken place in the market, the
notional indicators represent objective indicators of where
the market could transact if buyers and sellers make equal
concessions from average bids and offers collected.

Private sector efforts to develop Mexico’s power market,
including bilateral contracts and private long-term
clean energy auctions, are likely to be more active than
government-organised mechanisms in coming months
as investors seek a creative path forward in the new
Mexican landscape.
The first private long-term power auction was announced
in May and is expected to complete a participant comment
period at the end of July. Other private auctions could also
be announced during the remaining portion of 2019.
In addition, the power market is already seeing a renewed

The number of such contracts and any associated projects
executed are likely to increase in the remaining part of the
year, resulting in a need for greater price transparency like
that offered in the monthly ICIS power survey.

The survey also includes notional prices for clean energy
certificates (CELs) and is published each month in the ICIS
Mexico Energy Report.
In the most recent survey published in July, indications
for CELs recovered from their year-to-date low while
indications for one, two, three and five-year power
contracts for the delivery of 5MW of power also decreased.
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